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Planar Graph 



Planar Graph (doubly conn. 
edge list rep.) 



Splice 



Splice 



Merge in the dual 



Merge 



Merge 



Splice in the dual 



Merge (splice in the dual) 



Merge between components 



Merge between components 



Maintaining a Minimum 
Spanning Forest 

T 



Duals to edges not in T 

This is a dual 
tree T* 

w(T) + w(T*)=w(G) 

T is minimum  
T* is maximum 

Maintain T and T* 
each as a Dynamic 
tree 



First we only change weights 

Decrease the weight 
of an edge in T  no 
change 

Increase the weight 
of an edge not in T  
no change 



Find the edge f of  
maximum weight along 
the tree path 
between its endpoints 

First we only change weights 

Decrease the weight 
of an edge e not in T 



Find the edge f of  
maximum weight along 
the tree path 
between its endpoints 

First we only change weights 

Decrease the weight 
of an edge e not in T 

If the new weight of 
e is smaller than the 
weight of f  replace 



Replacing a tree edge 



Replacing a tree edge 



Replacing a tree edge 



Fixing the dual 



Fixing the dual 



We need to find if 
there is shorter edge 
that connects the 
components obtained 
when we delete e 

Changing weights 

Increase the weight 
of an edge e in T 



Find the edge f* of 
smallest weight on 
the cycle between 
the endpoints of e* 

Work in the dual 

Increase the weight 
of an edge e* not in 
T* 

If the new weight of 
e* is larger than the 
weight of f*  
replace 



Splice 



Splice 

How to update the 
spanning trees ? 



Splice 

The cycle in the 
dual tells us which 
edge to throw 
from the dual and 
add to the primal 

But we still need 
to split the node 
without too many 
links/cuts 



Splice/Merge 



Make the degrees constant 



Make the degrees constant 



Make the degrees constant 



Also in the dual 



Constant degrees 



Represent each tree as a 
Dynamic tree 



Represent each tree as a 
Dynamic tree 



Represent each tree as a 
Dynamic tree 



Change weight 

∞ 
-∞ 

As before 



Splice 

∞ -∞ 



Splice 

∞ 
-∞ 



Splice 

∞ 
-∞ 



Splice 

∞ 
-∞ We need to be 

able to find the 
endpoints of the 
path 

Search trees 
over the paths 
would do 



Splice 

∞ 
-∞ We need to be 

able to find the 
endpoints of the 
path 

Search trees 
over the paths 
would do 



Fixing the dual 

∞ 
-∞ 



Fixing the dual 

∞ 
-∞ By a cut and a 

link we arrange 
the duals of the 
spliced edges to 
be at the end of 
their lists 

Also requires 
splitting and 
catenating the 
search tree of 
the corres. node 



Fixing the dual 

∞ 
-∞ 

Also requires 
splitting and 
catenating the 
search tree of 
the corres. node 

By a cut and a 
link we arrange 
the duals of the 
spliced edges to 
be at the end of 
their lists 



Fixing the dual 

∞ 
-∞ Need to “open” 

the cycle in the 
dual tree 



Adding/deleting an edge 

∞ 
-∞ Delete the 

largest on the 
dual cycle 



We are done 

∞ 
-∞ 



Splice (2) 

∞ 
-∞ 



Splice 
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Splice 
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Fixing the dual 
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Fixing the dual 
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Fixing the dual 
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Fixing the dual 

∞ 
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“opening the cycle” 
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Adding/deleting an edge 
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We are done 
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Merge 
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Merge 
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Merge 
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Merge 
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Fixing the dual 
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Fixing the dual 
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We are done 
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We are done 
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Merge (2) 
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Merge (2) 
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